General instructions

1. Students are allowed to use unmarked Bibles for this exam
2. Every student should ensure his/her handwriting is legible
3. Each question is worth 10 Mks

Section A: answer all the questions

1. Explain how ‘the unity of Christ and the Church through the Cross’ is a main theme in the New Testament.
2. Describe and give your theological reflection on how local people, both believers and nonbelievers, understand the use of ‘cross’ on graves to be.
3. Highlight at least five parallel teachings between the book of James and the teaching of Jesus. Use scripture references to support your answer.
4. Explain the concept of sin as one of the major subjects addressed by Paul to the church

Section B: choose two questions out of the five questions given

5. Explain five parallel themes in the book of Galatians and Romans
6. Highlight and explain five parallel teachings in the book of Ephesians and Colossians
7. Explain how the gospel of John is different from the synoptic gospels
8. State and briefly explain five symbols the early Christians used as their symbols before they settled on the cross
9. State at least five creedal statements in the New Testament and explain the central teaching in each of them.